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Abstract—Learning and mastering the various ideological essences of Chinese traditional culture is very beneficial to establishing the correct three contemplations. Tea culture is an important component of Chinese traditional culture. Its essence is mainly reflected in the tea spirit of “harmony, quietness, comfort, and truth”. At present, the practical teaching of ideological and political theory courses in colleges and universities has the problems of loss of “true”, less “quiz”, lack of “quietness” and “harmony”. It is not only a new attempt to integrate the tea culture into practical teaching of ideological and political theory courses in colleges and universities, but also a new perspective and new path for colleges and universities to constantly explore the practice and educating mechanism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ideological and political theory course in colleges and universities is the main channel and main position for ideological and political education of college students, and shoulders the important task of helping undergraduates to establish a correct world outlook, outlook on life, and values. The practical teaching of ideological and political theory course in colleges and universities is necessary to promote the internalization of ideological and political theory of undergraduates and realize the unity of knowledge and practice. General Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out that traditional Chinese culture is extensive and profound, and learning and mastering the various ideological essences therein is beneficial to establishing a correct world outlook, outlook on life, and values. [1] Tea culture is an important part of Chinese traditional culture. Taking the tea culture as the perspective, this paper investigates the dilemma faced by the practical teaching of ideological and political theory courses in colleges and universities, and integrates tea culture into practical teaching of ideological and political theory, which is a new perspective and new path for universities to constantly explore the practice and educating mechanism.

II. TEA CULTURE CONTAINS RICH ESSENCE OF TRADITIONAL CHINESE CULTURE

Tea is the national drink of the Chinese nation. Lu Yu, a famous tea expert in the Tang Dynasty known as “tea saint” recorded in The Classic of Tea Liuzhiyin that “tea is a kind of drink, it is originated from Shen-nong-shi, and it is heard by Lu Zhongyong”, it is enough to see that Chinese tea culture has a long history. Tea culture combines the ideological essence of traditional Chinese Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism, and has become a wonderful work in Chinese traditional culture. Tea culture is rich in connotation, including tea art, tea ceremony, tea virtues, tea customs, tea banquet, tea party and so on, but its essence is mainly reflected in the spirit of tea ceremony. They are concentrated as four principles of “harmony, quietness, comfort and truth”, which are not only the philosophical approach pursued by traditional Chinese culture but the essence of traditional Chinese culture.

A. Harmony — The Core Essence of Chinese Tea Ceremony Spirit

Tea ceremony is not only the ceremony to prepare tea and taste tea, but also to realize and explore the connotation of the thought in the process of drinking tea, to cultivate the sentiment and enhance the connotation of the thoughts in the way of tasting tea. [2] The essential spirit of Chinese tea ceremony is to guide individuals to complete character cultivation in the enjoyment of beauty through the process of tea, in order to realize self and transcend the self. In terms of spiritual pursuits, the pursuit of “harmony” in tea ceremony means the harmony and unity of all things in the universe, and the resulting harmonious beauty of heaven and man, which is the perfect unity of heaven, earth, and human. In the book Classic of Tea, Lu Yu, the tea saint, describes the tea wares as five elements of gold, wood, water, fire and earth and the process of boiling tea is the process of the five elements working together to achieve balance and harmony. In the...
The pursuit of real material; the pursuit of real love means that the tea taster achieves the realm of mutual understanding through mutual appreciation of taste tea; the pursuit of real nature means that the tea taster will really relax themselves in the process of tasting tea, and achieve a pure and natural state in the realm of selflessness; the pursuit of real ceremony means that the tea taster finally reach the highest level of self-cultivation, cultivation of sentiment, cleansing of the soul and enjoyment of life through tea activities.

III. The Dilemma of the Practical Teaching of Ideological and Political Theory Courses in Chinese Universities from the Perspective of Tea Culture

Practical teaching is an important means to mobilize the enthusiasm of undergraduates and improve the overall quality of undergraduates. It is an important way to enhance the effectiveness of ideological and political education in colleges and universities and to link theory with practice. It is an objective need and an inevitable choice for adapting to the cultivation of talents and promoting social development. [3] Strengthening practical teaching is an important measure for carrying out and educating the people and actually improving the effectiveness and pertinence of ideological and political education. However, due to the influence of the nature of the course and the subject and object of teaching, there are still some problems in the practical teaching of the current ideological and political theory courses, which makes practical teaching less effective and pertinent, and the goal of practical teaching is difficult to achieve. From the perspective of tea culture, the current problems in the practical teaching of ideological and political theory courses in universities are as follows:

A. The Teaching Method Is Outdated, and the Practice Form Loses Its “Truth”

Practical teaching of ideological and political theory courses in colleges and universities usually has two forms of practice within colleges and universities and practice outside colleges and universities. The practice in the colleges and universities mainly focuses on writing after teaching of undergraduates, watching videos, writing ideas, case discussions, undergraduate debate games, situational simulation teaching and some other forms in and after classes; off-campus practice is usually based on visits and inspections, participation in off-campus charitable activities, or rural areas or summer social practice surveys. It is known through the task group’s investigation into the development of practical teaching of ideological and political theory courses in some colleges and universities that at present, some colleges and universities are constrained by factors such as inadequate funding for ideological and political theory and imperfect construction of practical teaching bases, and in practical teaching, teaching methods are too old, lack of creativity, and the practice forms are simple, and unproblematic; in addition, some teachers have deviated from the real purpose of practical teaching in order to please students and adopt simple fancy forms in practice. For example, the phenomenon “teacher wear imperial robe to give classes of Essentials of Chinese Modern History on the internet, in order to attract the students’
attention, teachers try their best to create teaching methods and how effective it is and how long the students’ attention will last is debatable. Such kind of phenomenon of losing “truth” practice teaching form causes the practical teaching of ideological and political theory courses either because of lack of lively and attractive forms and no new ideas or appearance in a seemingly rich and varied form of practice, there are a large number of problems that exist in isolation from the teaching goals.

B. Duplicate Content Lacks Innovation, and Practical Experience Is of Less “Comfort”

The teaching of ideological and political theory courses in colleges and universities is to carry out ideological and political education for undergraduates. To be effective in teaching, it is necessary to enhance teaching pertinence in practical teaching. If there is no specific teaching, undergraduate will not feel the relationship between the teaching and the issues he is concerned with. If he does not feel the relationship with the questions he is perplexed by, he would not approach the teaching actively, nor would he be fully engaged in teaching, nor would he be close to or confirm teaching. [4] At present, the ideological and political theory courses in colleges and universities carry out practical teaching based on the actual situation of undergraduates and the current social hot spots. Since the four ideological and political theory courses often belong to different teaching and research sections, most colleges and universities lack the overall consideration and overall planning of the practical teaching of ideological and political theory courses. In the design of practical teaching programs, it is often overlooked that layered teaching is based on the content of the course and the students’ majors. This results in students having repetition in practice content without experiencing the joy of practice. For example, some classes have already conducted a patriotism practice base visit education in the course of Ideological and Moral Cultivation and Legal Basis. However, in the practice of the Essentials of Chinese Modern History, there are still different practical contents for different teachers. As a result, students turn up their previous assignments to cope with, and students do not experience happiness and attainment at all in similar practices.

C. Students’ Utilitarian Thinking Is Serious, and the Practice Subject Lacks “Quietness”

Tea usually grows beautiful place, which gathers the excellent spirit of mountain and rivers, the glory of sun and moon. But if the tea taster wants to enjoy the taste of the tea ceremony, he must calm down before he can enjoy it. Due to the influence of market economy, compared with professional courses, the ideological and political theory courses that are the nature of public courses are just some of the courses that students have to deal with in order to graduate or pass the examination. This kind of practical teaching with utilitarian attitudes makes most students engaged in it with impetuous psychology. The main performance is that during the practice process, it is not at all easy to conduct data review and design, and it is not possible to concentrate on meticulous investigations. The practical results are mostly copied or plagiarized by the network. Such practice cannot achieve the effectiveness and purpose of practical teaching.

D. Comprehensively Affected by Subjective and Objective Factors, the Practice Effect Is of No “Harmony”

Theoretically, practice teaching is an important measure to enhance the effectiveness of ideological and political teaching in colleges and universities and to link theory with practice. It is an important channel for mobilizing the enthusiasm of undergraduates and improving their overall quality. But in the actual practical teaching, due to the restriction of funds and practice place, he limited practical thinking of the instructors, etc., the practice teaching of ideological and political theory courses in most colleges and universities has problems such as outdated practice methods, monotonous practice forms, and duplication of practice contents. In addition, the practice subject has a certain prejudice understanding of the ideological and political theory course, which makes the practical influence less effective, and fails to reach the practical teaching goal of “internalizing the mind and externalizing it”.

IV. THE TEA CULTURE IS INTEGRATED INTO THE PATH EXPLORATION OF THE PRACTICAL TEACHING OF IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL THEORY COURSES IN CHINESE UNIVERSITIES

Xi Jinping points out in the speech at the National Conference on Ideological and Political Work in Colleges and Universities that in order to do well in ideological and political work in colleges and universities, it is necessary to make good use of classroom teaching as the main channel and main position. Ideological and political theory courses must be strengthened in the improvement and promoted in development so as to constantly satisfy students’ growth needs and expectations. [5] Form the perspective of tea culture, it is necessary to explore and improve ideological and political practice teaching in colleges and universities from the following aspects.

A. To Introduce Tea Culture into Theoretical Teaching and Expand the Content of Practice

When discussing traditional Chinese culture, Xi Jinping points out that it is necessary to clearly explain the historical origins, development context, and basic trends of Chinese excellent culture, and to clearly explain the unique value, distinct characteristics, and enhance cultural confidence and value confidence of Chinese culture. [1] As an important component of Chinese excellent traditional culture, tea culture should be the teaching content of ideological and political courses in colleges and universities. Combining the teaching contents of relevant course chapters, it clarifies the history, profound meaning and value concept of tea culture to contemporary undergraduates, and further explores and interprets the value of tea culture in the era so that students can fully understand the cultural values and moral norms covered in the concept of tea ceremony and enhance cultural confidence and value confidence. For example, when teaching “One Belt and One Road”, teachers can let students understand the history of tea culture in China through watching videos of ancient tea-horse road; when teaching socialist core values, intersperse with the essence of tea culture, and promote effect
of undergraduates’ ideological and political education through the organic integration of tea ethics, tea ceremony spirit and modern moral education.

B. To Stratify Students by Combining Tea Culture and Innovate the Forms of Practice

In order to be attractive, the forms of practice must be innovated in practical teaching. From the perspective of tea culture, the practical teaching of ideological and political theory courses can be carried out. Students can be stratified according to students’ specialties and characteristics, and class practical activities can be carried out on the theme of tea culture. For example, appreciation of tea poems can be used to major of Chinese language and literature or ancient Chinese, pictures, dance and songs of tea can be shown to major of arts, tea etiquette learning and performance should be conducted in major of secretarial, tea stories can be developed to be familiar with history for major of history, discussion on tea customs for the major of ethnology and so on to innovate the forms of practice. The experience of tea activities combined with students’ majors and interests can improve their enthusiasm and creativity, and enhance the effectiveness and appeal of practical teaching.

C. To Combine the Policy of “Come in” and “Go out”, Enhance the Experience of Practice

If you want to make practice subjects enhance practice understanding, you should create certain practical situations and develop situational teaching. Based on the tea culture perspective, we can use the combination of policy “come in” and “go out”. “Come in” refers to the establishment of a tea culture association or tea culture community, and regularly invite tea garden expert and gardeners to give lectures, communication and interaction to students so that they can understand the connotation of Chinese tea culture and feel the cultivation and moral education in tea culture. “Go out” refers to the development of tea culture practice education bases, lead students to visit tea gardens on the ground, help tea farmers to pick tea-leaves, observe tea performances, and conduct tea ceremony experiences, which enables tea culture to purify and improve the soul of students in the silence and promote to achieve the purpose of practical teaching of ideological and political theory courses.

V. CONCLUSION

Chinese culture has a long history, and tea culture, as an important component of Chinese excellent traditional culture, contains rich philosophical ideas and moral concepts. Inheriting and carrying forward the essence of Chinese traditional culture is an important task in the teaching of ideological and political theory in colleges and universities. Integrating tea culture into practice teaching of ideological and political theory courses in colleges and universities is not only a new attempt, but also a new perspective and a new way to promote colleges and universities to explore practice education. It is the active exploration of strengthening and improving the infectivity and pertinence of ideological and political education in the advancement of ideological and political theory courses.
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